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MOTIVATION COGNITIVE MODELS FOR DECISION-MAKING

COGNITIVE MODEL PRIORS

PERFORMANCE ON CURRENT BENCHMARKS

CASE STUDY: PREDICTING HUMAN GAMBLES

TWO APPROACHES
Scientific Model Building Machine Learning

• Observe human behavior
• Develop a theory / model

• Collect lots of data
• Search for a best-fitting function

PRO: simple models, already exist
CON: slow to develop / improve

PRO: flexible, automatic, powerful
CON: may fail without data/constraints

Stimuli xi are inputs, human behaviors hi are outputs

Idea: Use cognitive models to regularize neural networks by pretraining on 

1. Generate pairs of inputs xi and targets ƒcog(xi) 

2. Train neural network ƒθ on these pairs

3. Fine-tune network on real human responses hi
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Predicting human behavior is important for

Question: How can we utilize the strengths of each? 

their predictions and fine-tuning on real human behavior.

Which gamble would you rather take?

A:  50/50 chance of winning/losing $100

B:  100% chance of $0?

Gambles can have more outcomes:
$  1 with probability 0.6
$44 with probability 0.1
$48 with probability 0.1
$50 with probability 0.2

Pretraining on cognitive models reduces data 
needs and results in faster convergence

We collected 240k choices
for 13,000 choice problems
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A NEW BENCHMARK: choices13k

TASK: Predict probability of choosing gamble A given 
the two gambles as input (rewards & probs)

ML algorithms struggle on current benchmarks 
without hand-engineered features [2,3]

Our method reaches SOTA using only the raw gamble 
descriptions as inputs
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Model gamble’s value with rewards     and probabilities Current SOTA: BEAST [2,3]

Biased, sample-based estimator of EV. 

People “assume the worst” and try to 
“minimize regret”...

Expected Value Expected Utility Prospect Theory

subjective subjective


